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ABSTRACT

Although there is broad agreement on the sorts of
things to take into account when measuring
functional size, there is a variety of opinion about
how to do it. This is partly because several
different views of functionality are addressed in
functional size measurement. Some are better
understood than others. In particular, the “general
systems characteristics” (GSC’s) and “value
adjustment factor” (VAF) are poorly understood.
Our aim is to provide a foundation for research
that may improve this aspect of functional size
measurement.

A survey of the evolution and state of practice of
the GSC's and VAF leads us to identify various
aspects of software that are important in
functional size measurement.  We relate these
aspects of software to different views of
functionality. A spectrum of viewpoints is seen,
with core functionality at one end, effort
estimation at the other, and different user
viewpoints in between. By noting how the GSC’s
and VAF contribute to these viewpoints, we see
how value may be gained from them, and we
identify directions for future research.

1. INTRODUCTION

Albrecht proposed Function Point Analysis (FPA)
in 1979 [4], as a measurement method for
software functional size. Albrecht labelled the
output of this measurement method as Function
Points. His aim was to define a measure of work
product that could be used to understand
productivity.  Function points are computed as a
sum of five weighted function types. Albrecht
chose the weights to reflect an intuitive concept
that he referred to as "value to the user," but
which he did not define precisely.

Since function points can be computed from a
specification document, and are based on things
that are important in a user's view of functionality,

they are widely accepted as a measure of
functional size. They are most successful in data-
strong systems.

Function points are used now for several
purposes. One is as a normalizing factor. Hours
per function point is used as a measure of
productivity, as Albrecht intended. Defects per
function point is another measure that is used.
Second, many people have noted that size in
function points is related to development effort.
This means that rules of thumb – and even
environment-specific prediction systems – can be
developed that assist in predicting the effort and
cost of a project. Third, Albrecht himself was the
first to note relationships between size in function
points and program length in lines of code, based
on a documented data set [5]. Similarly, Jones
has published a large table of multipliers [16], with
which functional size of software can be
approximated from its physical program size in
different languages, and vice versa (although
these tables are not supported by documented
evidence).

The need for measures of functional size is clear.
Practitioners, especially the International Function
Point Users Group (IFPUG), have driven their
refinement as measurement methods.  The most
widely used definition of Function Points is given
in the IFPUG Counting Practices Manual [12].
The international standard on functional size
measurement concepts and definitions is
documented in ISO/IEC standard 14143-1 [13].

Structurally, two models are involved in function
points [1]. In the Function Point Measurement
Model (FPMM), many items are counted that are
related to functionality. These include the
numbers of data and record elements in each
data file referenced by the system, and the
numbers of data elements and file types
referenced in each input, output, and inquiry.  In
the Function Point Productivity Model (FPPM),
the elements from the FPMM are classified,
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weighted, and combined to produce the overall
“unadjusted FP” (UFP) value.

The adjustment phase of Function Point Analysis
can be seen in the same light. A measurement
model defines a collection of “General System
Characteristics” (GSC's) and how to measure
them. A second model combines the
measurements to produce a single “Value
Adjustment Factor” (VAF). It is not clear whether
this second model is a measurement model or a
productivity model; it could be argued either way,
depending on the viewpoint selected for the
interpretation of the results. The unadjusted FP
value is multiplied by the VAF to give the final
“adjusted FP” (AFP) value.

Several modifications to the Function Point model
have been proposed, in attempts to correct
perceived weaknesses. Some extend the set of
items counted in the FPMM; examples are
Feature Points [15], 3D Function Points [25], and
Full Function Points [2, 22]. Others, such as Mark
II Function Points [23, 24] define a different set of
items to count in the FPMM, concentrating on
logical transactions (rather than classifying
transactions separately according to the IFPUG
definitions of inputs, outputs, inquiries), and not
taking into account the files. Others, such as Full
Function Points, consider a lower level of
granularity to take into account internal
functionality of sub-processes. The FPPM is also
different in Mark II Function Points. Mark II
Function Points define a different set of GSC's,
while retaining the general method for computing
the VAF. Jones [16] reduces the set of items to
count in the FPMM, replaces the IFPUG GSC's
with a different formulation, and modifies the
FPPM.

Despite broad agreement on the sorts of things
that should be taken into account when measuring
functional size, opinion varies on how to do it.
What should be measured and how, and what
structures should be used to combine or interpret
the elementary measurements? Models, methods,
and techniques for the measurement of functional
size are still evolving.

The theme of this position paper is that several
different views of functionality are addressed in
functional size measurement. Some are better
understood than others. In particular, the GSC's
and VAF are poorly understood. They are
generally seen as important, but not very
successful. Our aim is to provide a foundation for
research that may improve this aspect of

functional size measurement. To do this we need
to look at the GSC's themselves – how they are
structured, how they are used in practice, where
they succeed, and where they fail – and at how
they relate to other aspects of functional size
measurement.

Section 2 surveys and comments on research
observations about the GSC's and VAF, and what
others have said about them.  Section 3
characterizes the GSC’s and other aspects of
software that have been or perhaps should be
considered in functional size measurement.
Section 4 relates these different aspects of
software to different views of functionality.
Section 5 discusses what value may be gained
from the GSC's and VAF, even though they may
be imperfect in their current formulation. Section
6 presents conclusions, and suggests directions
for future research.

2. THE ADJUSTMENT PHASE IN FPA

Albrecht and Gaffney [5] motivated function
points this way:  “The thesis of this work is that
the amount of function to be provided by the
application (program) can be estimated from an
itemization of the major components of data to be
used or provided by it. Furthermore, this estimate
of function should be correlated to both the
amount of ‘SLOC’ to be developed and the
development effort needed.”

There have always been two phases in function
point calculation. The first deals with the
“itemization of the major components of data,"
giving unadjusted function points. The second
applies “some general application characteristics
to adjust the standard processing measure for
processing complexity” [5].

The adjustment phase may be seen in two ways.
The general characteristics are intended to
measure important things about software that are
not part of UFP; these are still aspects of size.
The resulting adjustment, which raises UFP for
“more complex” software and lowers it for “less
complex” software, is presumably done to support
the correlation between the estimate of function
and the development effort needed.

The description of the adjustment phase has
always concentrated on allowing for complexity. It
appears that the adjustment factor is the end, and
the general systems characteristics are the means
to the end.
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This section surveys the different proposals for
GSC’s and the VAF. Section 2.1 traces their
evolution, as people have described them when
proposing new forms of FPA. Section 2.2 looks at
how researchers and practitioners have seen
them. A summary is presented in Section 2.3.

2.1 Evolution of FPA adjustments

Albrecht’s initial formulation

When Albrecht first proposed function points in
1979 [4], the adjustment phase allowed for a
variation of ± 25% for complexity. It involved
making subjective estimates of the degree of
influence of ten factors, and allowing a 5% effect
for each.

The ten factors were backup and recovery
provisions, data communications, distributed
processing, performance considerations, heavily
used operational configuration, on-line data entry,
conversational dialogues for data entry, on-line
updates, complex elements (inputs, outputs, files,
inquiries), and complex internal processing.

Criticisms of the initial formulation were that the
process was too subjective, and that ± 25% was
not enough variation [16].

1984 Albrecht revision of FPA

Albrecht revised FPA in 1984 [11]. The revised
form became the foundation of the IFPUG
approach to FPA, which dominates today as a de
facto standard.

The handling of complexity was changed in two
ways. First, element complexity is no longer
treated as a single pervasive attribute. Instead, it
is shifted to the elements that make up the
specific countable functionality of the system.
Each input, output, inquiry, and file is assessed
separately for complexity. (In this context
“complexity” is a misnomer, since it suggests
difficulty of understanding or implementation.
Here it is assessed according to the number of
data and record element types, so it is really
“magnitude” rather than “difficulty” that is
measured.)

Second, the number of characteristics was
extended from 10 to 14, and consequently the
range of potential variation extended to ± 35%.

The things considered to be GSC’s changed a lot
from 1979 to 1984. Six of the original ten were
retained: data communications, distributed

processing, performance considerations, heavily
used operational configuration, on-line data entry,
and complex internal processing. One (element
complexity) was shifted to the UFP stage, as
noted above. Two were combined: backup was
merged into on-line update. One was dropped:
interactive dialogues no longer count as a
separate GSC. Seven new characteristics were
added: transaction rate, end user efficiency,
reusability, ease of installation, ease of operation,
use at multiple sites, and facilitating change.

IFPUG FPA Standard

IFPUG has not altered the structure of the
adjustment process.

Assessing the degree of influence of each factor
in the adjustment process has become less
subjective. IFPUG’s Counting Practices Manual
[12] provides guidelines on how to assess the
degree of influence of each factor, making this
process more objective and repeatable.

Symons – Mark II Function Points

With Mark II Function Points [23, 24], Symons
aimed explicitly to strengthen the relationship
between function points and effort. He expected
the calculation of function points to change as
technology changed, rather than being a fixed
property of any given system. Symons’ approach
gains value for estimation, while reducing the
value and practicability of comparing software
from different environments or different
technological generations.

Besides altering the counting of basic functional
elements, and how to combine those counts,
Symons altered the adjustment process. He felt
that 14 GSC’s were not enough, and the particular
14 were not likely to remain the most important
characteristics as time passed. He also thought it
inappropriate to give each characteristic the same
weight when computing the adjustment factor.

He added five more GSC’s (interaction with other
systems, security, access by third parties,
documentation, special training needs), and made
provision for the addition of further
characteristics. He also proposed that the weights
should be calibrated to reflect their appropriate
values in a given technology.

Symons also altered the name of the adjustment
factors, from “general system characteristics” to
“technical complexity factors," and gave an
important definition [23]:
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“A TCF component is a system
requirement other than those
concerned with information content,
intrinsic to and affecting the size of
the task, but not arising from the
project environment."

Jones

Jones has put forward a variant of function points,
simplifying their calculation  [16].

Jones’ method has much in common with
Albrecht’s initial proposal. File and transaction
elements are counted, with no separate
assessment of complexity. The treatment of
complexity is moved back to the adjustment
phase.

Three things are assessed for complexity:
problem complexity, data complexity, code
complexity (the third is not considered in pre-
development estimation).  Calculation of the
adjustment factor takes the same form as the
earlier proposals. Because a coefficient is higher
in the adjustment formula (0.1, rather than
Albrecht’s 0.01 and Symons’ 0.005) the range of
possible adjustments is wider.

Other approaches to FPA

Several other approaches to functional size
measurement have been proposed, including
feature points [15], 3D function points [25], Full
Function Points [2, 22]. In each of these, either
the adjustment process is not described, or the
IFPUG GSC/VAF formulation is adopted. From
the point of view of this paper on GSC’s and VAF,
they have nothing to add.

ISO Standard for Functional Size
Measurement

In the ISO standard on Functional Size
Measurement [13], the focus is strictly on specific
itemized functionality, based on functional user
requirements. The General System
Characteristics and Value Adjustment Factor are
excluded from functional size measurement. It
was agreed unanimously at the international level
not to include the VAF within an ISO-recognized
measurement method for functional software size.

2.2 Reactions from researchers and
practitioners

Research and commentary on the GSC’s and
VAF have focused sometimes on the GSC’s,

more often on the VAF, and sometimes on both.
The questions considered are which
characteristics to measure, how to measure them,
how to combine the measurements to produce the
VAF, and the effect of applying the VAF.

2.2.1 The set of General System
Characteristics

Symons has suggested that an open-ended
approach is needed to the GSC’s [23]. Symons
feels that more than 14 seem necessary – he has
extended it to 19 – and the particular set of GSC’s
may need to vary over time. In criticizing Symons’
proposal, Jones has asked why stop at 19 –
perhaps over 100 factors might be relevant [16].
Jones prefers to stick with the original 14, for the
sake of conforming with “the assumptions of the
original IBM assertions” – or presumably to use
his own formula in which only problem and data
complexity are considered.

Conversely, some researchers suggest that 14
characteristics are too many. Kitchenham et al.
suggest that general relationships exist between
the adjustment factors, that are not due to specific
characteristics of a given data set [19].
Kitchenham [18] and Lokan [20] found
independently that there is common variation
within the GSC’s; in each of these studies, only 5
or 6 underlying factors seemed to be involved,
rather than 14. Benyhaia et al [6] found in a
substantial data set that it is very difficult to
distinguish the 14 factors statistically. Either there
is not enough data – many of the data points are
missing – or there is not enough dispersion
among their values. Only seven of the 14 factors
were significant in their sample.

Garmus and Herron [10] and Lokan [20] have
noted that patterns can be observed in the GSC’s
for different types of software.

Several authors have identified GSC’s that might
benefit from being redefined. Symons noted that
performance, heavily used configuration, and
transaction rates (all essentially performance
constraints) were hard to differentiate; so were on-
line entry, on-line update, and end user efficiency
(all to do with interactive use of the system) [23].
Garmus and Herron [10] and Lokan [20] both note
that communications and interactivity have
become so pervasive nowadays that the
associated GSC’s have lost their discriminative
value.

Kitchenham [18] comments that several of the
GSC’s resemble cost drivers, rather than size
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drivers (even though few have a statistically
significant relationship with productivity).  She
warns that “if adjusted function points are used to
assess product size and are then put into a cost
model that applies cost drivers to its effort
prediction there is a real danger of applying an
adjustment for certain factors twice.”

2.2.2 Measurement of the GSC’s (VAF
measurement process model)

Abran [1, 3] has investigated the measurement
operations within the VAF, as defined in
Albrecht’s 1984 version of the VAF and still in use
in the 1999 IFPUG version.  The measurement
process within the VAF transforms the unadjusted
function points into adjusted function points, using
a linear transformation on the 14 general
characteristics of the application:

• Each of the 14 characteristics is subdivided
into six ranks;

• Each rank is ordered, from the smallest to the
greatest;

• Each rank is assigned an integer value in the
range 0 to 5;

• The resulting value is multiplied by 0.01,
giving a result in the range 0.0 to 0.05.

In this set of transformations, there are serious
methodological weaknesses from the point of
view of measurement systems.

First, ranking a characteristic constitutes
measurement on a strictly ordinal scale, in an
increasing order.  But for most characteristics, the
criteria for determining the classes do not
represent steps of the same magnitude, even
within a single characteristic.  This means that
when each ordered rank is labeled from 0 to 5,
the link made between the rank order of the
classification and the numerical value of its
indicator is not appropriate.  From a
methodological point of view, the measurement is
transformed improperly from an ordinal scale (that
serves only to rank objects or attributes), through
an interval scale type of unequal magnitude, to a
ratio scale type (which serves normally to
determine the difference between two numbers,
when the ranking labels of 0 to 5 are interpreted
as integers from 0 to 5).

Second, each interval for each characteristic is
interpreted as though equal in the 0 to 5 integer
value range. The same weight of 0.01 is always

applied, even though each interval may be
unique, potentially distinctly spaced, and could
have a different impact on overall size depending
on its rank. Further, this is assumed to hold
equally for all 14 characteristics, whatever their
nature.

2.2.3 Computing the VAF (VAF productivity
process model)

In contrast with Boehm’s COCOMO model [7], in
which 15 productivity factors were identified that
apply to the production process rather than to the
software to be delivered, Albrecht's original
contribution in FPA was to identify 14 general
system characteristics that apply “to the software
itself”.  Unlike Boehm’s model,  each of the 14
factors has the same importance (statistical
influence), in the same six point scale, with the
same weight of 0.01.

Several authors have questioned the
appropriateness of always giving the same weight
[3, 6, 23].

Benyhaia  et al [6] pointed out another problem.
From the statistical point of view, the 14
adjustment factors should not be added, because
they influence one another. They suggested that
the factors should instead be multiplied.

2.2.4 Applying the VAF

Nobody that has investigated the VAF seems very
happy with it.

Several researchers have found that the VAF
makes no difference to the accuracy of effort
estimates. The relationship between adjusted
function points and development effort is no
stronger than that between unadjusted function
points and development effort [1, 6, 14, 17, 20].
This is probably because in most systems the
VAF ends up very close to 1.0 [20, 24].

Lokan noted that the VAF is not reliable even as a
simple indicator of whether effort is likely to be
more or less than “average” for a given UFP [20].
Kitchenham found it to work in the opposite way
to what might be expected [19]:

“It is also interesting to note that the
projects with high levels of these
factors are those that exhibited
higher productivity than projects
with low levels of the factors, so the
use of a function point adjustment
factor would make the increased
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productivity of those projects
appear even greater.”

2.3 Discussion

From the beginning, there has been a separation
of the detailed functionality of the system (the
“specific countable functionality”  [12]) from other
things that are seen as attributes of the system as
a whole.

Garmus and Herron describe these other things
as “pervasive general factors that are not
sufficiently represented by the countable
transactions and data functions” [10]. IFPUG calls
them indicators of the “general functionality of the
application” [12]. Symons notes that they should
be “system requirement[s] other than those
concerned with information content, intrinsic to
and affecting the size of the task” [23].

There is clear agreement that the GSC’s should
be things that are “intrinsic” to the application.

How many GSC’s there should be, and precisely
what they should be, is not clear. Opinions range
from two factors, to 14, to 19, to perhaps over
100. Empirical research on the usual 14 GSC’s
suggests that 5 to 7 factors are sufficient.
Several suggestions have been made for
rationalizing or redefining some of the 14 GSC’s.

Methods for combining the GSC’s to compute a
Value Adjustment Factor have not changed much
since Albrecht’s original proposal. That approach,
still present in the IFPUG standard, was based
mostly on intuition. It did not benefit from any
theory, and there is no mention of any statistical
foundation for this part of the Function Point
model.

Although the number of terms and the coefficients
have changed in later proposals, and there is
significant disquiet at the GSC’s all having the
same weight, the nature of the formula has stayed
essentially the same. The only significant
exception is Benyhaia et al’s suggestion that the
adjustment process should operate as a series of
multiplications [6], but this approach has not taken
off yet.

The GSC’s have not been used in an open-ended
way. This is presumably for the sake of
conformance with IFPUG’s de facto standard.
Rather, as things have been identified as
important in functional size measurement, the
emphasis has been on devising ways to
accommodate them in the usual 14 GSC’s. An

example is the way graphical user interfaces, on-
line help, and error messages are addressed in
FPA: since they are not part of “specific countable
functionality”, they are handled within the GSC’s
[12].

The notion that the GSC’s are a part of size
measurement seems to be lost as soon as people
think about the adjustment factor. The value of
the adjustment phase is generally judged by
whether or not it improves the explanatory
relationship between size and effort. When the
VAF does not help in this context – as it seems
not to – the whole adjustment process is
sometimes abandoned, GSC’s and all.

At the time of writing, IFPUG is conducting its
own study into the usage and perceived value of
the GSC’s within the VAF. The GSC’s and VAF
are excluded from the ISO standard on functional
size measurement. Researchers have dismissed
the VAF, although some see potential value in the
GSC’s from which it is constructed. Among
practitioners, many (particularly in the USA) use
the adjustment process as IFPUG describes it.
This at least means that the FPA counting
process is applied consistently, enabling
comparisons between organizations. It should be
pointed out that similar consistency is achieved if
comparisons are made using unadjusted function
points, without the VAF being taken into account.

A growing number of practitioners do not use the
adjustment phase at all. The GSC’s are either
ignored, or are taken into account as cost drivers
in effort estimation.

3. ASPECTS OF SOFTWARE TO CONSIDER IN
FUNCTIONAL SIZE MEASUREMENT

Functional size measurement is all about
measuring the size of a software product from the
user’s point of view.

The product to be delivered by a software
development project is defined in a software
requirements specification. Most requirements,
but not all, relate to the tasks to be performed by
the software application.

Requirements can be grouped into several
classes. For example, Pfleeger [21] suggests the
following categories: physical environment,
interfaces, users and human factors, functionality
(including performance constraints), data,
resources, security, quality assurance. Many of
these affect users directly.
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The question is which things ought to be
addressed in functional size measurement, and
how.

We approach this question here by constructing a
list of things which typically appear in a software
requirements specification, or which are included
in any of the mainstream FPA proposals, or both.
The list is presented in Figure 1. (Items shown in
italics in Figure 1 are included in existing methods
of functional size measurement. Most other items
have been the subject of debate on whether or
how they should be treated in functional size
measurement.)

All of the software aspects listed in Figure 1 are
likely to appear in a requirements specification.
All are related to the product itself, rather than the
project that delivers the product. Each could be
varied separately while the others are held fixed.
Thus they can be seen as separate dimensions of
a software product, which are candidates for
inclusion in measurements of the product.

By classifying these aspects of software, we can
gain some insight that helps us to understand and
explain the different views of FPA and its
components. In Figure 1, the items are first
classified into categories (shown in bold type).
The categories are then classified on two criteria:

• Are they concerned with real purpose of the
system or not; and

• Are they concerned with functional or non-
functional aspects of the system. (By
“functional” we mean the tasks performed by
the system – what a user can do with the
system. “Non-functional” aspects are not part
of the tasks of the system, but affect how it
does those tasks, or constraints that must be
satisfied.)

Observations that follow from this classification
are presented in the next section.
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Related to system purpose Not related to system purpose

Functionality: IFPUG UFP, Interface: GUI, etc
Mark II UFP,
3D FP, User support: Help, error handling
Full FFP, End user efficiency
ISO 14143-1, Facilitate change

Functional … Third party access
requirements Training

Operation: Ease of installation
Ease of operation
Security
Backup and recovery

Interaction: On-line entry
On-line update
Other systems

Constraints: Performance Constraints: Heavily used config
Transaction rate
etc. Complexity: Inherent complexity

Non-
functional Reusability: Reusability

requirements
Quality: Maintainability,

Code standards, …

Architecture: Distributed system
Data communications
Multiple sites

Documents: Documentation

Figure 1 – Classification of software aspects

4. FPA ELEMENTS AND FPA VIEWPOINTS

As noted above, the question is which things
ought to be addressed in functional size
measurement, and how.

Different authors have given different answers,
according to their views on what should be
handled in detail and what should be regarded as
general characteristics; and according to whether
the basic aim is to measure “functionality”, or to
measure “value to the user”, or to relate size to
development effort.

Several observations can be made, with
reference to Figure 1, that help us to understand
the differences between these points of view.

4.1 A spectrum of views

Beginning with the top-left quadrant of Figure 1,
and adding the other quadrants progressively, we
see a spectrum of views. At one end, we start with
the “functional size of the problem” – the core
functionality, captured by unadjusted function
points. At the other end, we see the full set of
product-related factors that influence the
relationship with development effort, which
Albrecht expected to see and Symons aims for
explicitly. In between we have the “size of the
application” from the user’s point of view, and the
set of factors which influence “value to the user”.
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Functional size of the problem

Everybody agrees on the top left quadrant: tasks
done by the system that are related to its real
purpose are at the heart of functional size.
Nothing outside this quadrant is recognized by
ISO as part of functional size measurement. This
quadrant might be described as capturing the
“functional size of the problem” from the user’s
point of view. It represents the smallest common
denominator across all current measurement
methods for functional size. Research continues
on the best forms of FPMM and FPPM with which
to measure it; they are not the topic of this paper.

Two things are “intrinsic” to the problem: the top
left quadrant, and the “inherent complexity” of the
problem (Fenton calls inherent complexity a third
dimension of size, along with functionality and
physical size [9]). Everything else is related to the
product that solves the problem.

“Inherent complexity” is only one of the usual
GSC’s – it means is the calculation hard or easy.
In its aim to adjust for inherent complexity, the
current VAF casts a far broader net; Jones [16]
limits the adjustment much more closely to
inherent complexity.

User’s view of functional size

The top two quadrants describe things that affect
what the user can do with the system. This row
might be described as capturing the “functional
size of the application” from the user’s point of
view.

This is still counted from the specification, with
the user in mind. It is distinct from the physical
size of the implementation of the application.

Value to the user

Three quadrants – all except the bottom right –
contain things that are visible to the user. If the
intention is to measure “value to the user”,
everything except the bottom right quadrant
should be taken into account.

Relating size to effort

All four quadrants in Figure 1 need to be taken
into account when estimating or explaining the
nature and effort of the task of developing the
product.

4.2 Other comparisons

Detail vs general

Only the top left quadrant is counted in detail, by
measuring each of the “functions” in the system
individually. Everything else is assessed as a
characteristic of the application as a whole, not of
individual pieces of the application.

Cost drivers vs size drivers

Things listed in the bottom row affect the difficulty
of implementing the software. They are better
regarded as cost drivers, not size drivers.

User view vs developer view

Things listed in the bottom right quadrant are of
no concern to the user. If the intention is to
measure software from the user’s point of view,
these things do not belong in functional size
measurement.

From the developer’s point of view, everything in
Figure 1 affects the implementation, and the
eventual physical size.

Product vs project

Nothing in Figure 1 is “consequent on the
environment” (to use Symons’ words) – eg
language, people, team size, etc. Those things
are project attributes, not product attributes. They
clearly influence work effort, but they have no role
per se in functional size measurement.

5. OBTAINING VALUE FROM THE VALUE
ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

Multiple constraints and limitations on both the
VAF process and the general systems
characteristics have been highlighted and
discussed in the previous sections.

5.1 Value Adjustment Factor process

The VAF process, as currently structured, has
less potential than the individual GSC’s.

From a measurement perspective, it is unsound.
From a practical viewpoint, empirical studies
indicate that it brings no contribution to
productivity and estimation models. Fortunately, it
does not hurt much either.

Its structure needs a major overhaul. Proper
treatment of the detailed measures of its
constituent components (the GSC’s) is a must.
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No result computed by combining measurements
of the GSC’s can be expected to make any
practical contribution, unless it is constructed with
sound mathematical transformations.

No research papers have yet been published
tackling this issue.

5.2 General Systems Characteristics

Just because the VAF does not seem to work for
its main purpose, does not mean that the GSC’s
need to be abandoned.  They may still be useful
for measuring things that matter to users.

As long as a measurement process manipulates
numbers that clearly measure aspects of
functionality, it can at least be argued that a
measure of functional size is the result. Files and
transactions are clearly aspects of functionality;
this is the basis on which unadjusted function
points are used as a measure of functional size. It
is not so clear that all of the GSC’s measure
aspects of functionality. For example,
“functionality” does not change because the
programming happens to be more or less
complex, or worries more or less about heavily
used configurations

Clearly, some of the GSC’s are cost drivers.
Those that are listed in the bottom row of Figure 1
should be removed from functional size
measurement. They should still be measured, but
they should be handled as cost drivers for project
estimation, rather than built into size
measurement or estimation.

Many of the GSC’s measure things that do matter
to users. These aspects should be measured
somehow, when assessing software from the
user’s viewpoint, so the concept of the GSC’s is
worth retaining.

The best use for those GSC’s that are not cost
drivers is for classifying projects. Different types
of software use the GSC’s in characteristic ways
[10, 20]. This means that projects can be grouped
according to their GSC values, probably into not
very many groups. This supports comparisons
between similar projects, and helps in finding
groups of projects that might be treated together
for effort estimation.

Some GSC’s would benefit from being redefined.
Two (on-line entry, data communications) have
lost their discriminative value, since almost all
projects give them the maximum score [20]. One
(on-line update) seems to combine two different

things (backup and recovery, and on-line
operation) [20]; it should perhaps be split up.
Symons’ note [23] that performance, heavily used
configuration, and transaction rates are hard to
differentiate, as are on-line entry, on-line update,
and end user efficiency, might also be addressed.
Note that several of these are identified above as
cost drivers; their re-definition should view them
accordingly, and not try to fit them back within
functional size measurement.

The UFP’s and GSC’s measure different aspects
of an application (functionality, interface,
interaction, etc). It may be better to regard size as
having multiple different dimensions, rather than
trying to combine them all into a single number.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Functional size measurement has been
approached from several different points of view.
At one extreme, function points are seen as
measuring core application functionality and
nothing else; from the other extreme, function
point analysis includes so many factors that are
related to the difficulty of implementing a system
that function points are regarded by some as a
surrogate measure for effort. In between come
some other points of view, which include to
varying degrees the things that matter to a user of
a software application.

By reviewing the history of the GSC’s in various
function point proposals, and then classifying the
GSC’s and other aspects of software according to
these viewpoints, we have seen which
characteristics support which points of view. This
has enabled us to make some recommendations
on which characteristics to include in functional
size measurement, and which to exclude.

Many directions for future research present
themselves. How many factors should be included
in functional size measurement, and which should
they be? How should they be identified – by
theoretical proposal, or by empirical research?
How should they best be measured – on a 0–5
scale still, or something else? How should the
measurements be combined, and then how
should they affect the unadjusted size?  How
should change be accommodated – by extending
the measurement process, or replacing old
elements of it with new ones, or devising ways to
fit new elements into an existing structure? How
should measurements of core functionality be
combined with other measurements – by
combining them to give a single number (and if
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so, with what relative weights), or treating them as
different dimensions of a vector?

The answers to questions such as these will come
partly from proposals based on theory, partly from
empirical research, and partly from practical
experience. Value to practitioners must be kept in
mind.
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